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Level 1 Part 1 begins the first year of study in the Integrated Chinese series, introducing 350

characters. Students cover the basics quickly, with simple, graded activities on essential topics such

as greetings, dates and time, shopping, and family. Pinyin texts accompany Chinese characters

throughout, allowing students to focus on both speaking and pronunciation, and character

recognition. What s new in the expanded Second Edition: This book is primarily in simplified

characters, with both simplified and traditional characters in the index, and traditional character

forms of the textbook dialogues in appendices.
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The book cam in great condition, without any previous markup in any of the pages (a problem that

has plagued most of my textbook purchases). The content seems very sound, though I haven't

delved into it too deeply; it somehow makes the topic of Mandarin Chinese (with simplified kanji)

palatable for someone with limited knowledge of East Asian languages.An unusual bit of praise I

have for it is the large font; I've dealt with texts that use traditional kanji in much smaller fonts,

making it nearly impossible to reproduce them without prior knowledge. I look forward to using the

other books in this series.

The book arrived pretty quick and there's only some writing on a few pages, so they definitely were

accurate with the description of the quality. So far it seems like the lessons are easy enough to

follow, if you have friends who speak Chinese that definitely helps with checking on your

pronunciation, otherwise the CDs for Integrated Chinese are available too. Overall, great quality



book at a great price, I fully recommend it to anyone looking to teach themselves the basics of the

language.

No textbook is perfect, but I do like this one. Once you learn the phonetics and pinyin (with the help

of a fluent speaker), this book could work for self teaching or for a class. It uses pinyin and simplified

Chinese, and you'll find yourself reading simple Chinese sentences in no time.

If it's what your teacher recommended then you're GOLDEN with this purchase. Helped me get

through my 1 year of Chinese!

I enjoy this book. It is a quick read through and makes the language fun. However I would go for the

newer edition when I get Level 2. Graphically the older book can be hard to read- a lot of white with

a lot of text and plus easy to get lost without highlighting.

Came in good quality.

The book that I order from  was perfect, I gave it five stars because even though it did have a tiny bit

of writing in it...it was still like brand new and the notes the previous owner had written in it helped

me out. I got exactly what I wanted without the extremely high and ridiculous college price. THANK

YOU

Great condition, fast delivery. The book's good for beginners, but you'll definitely need a

teacher/native speaker to make sure your tones are correct. Each chapter provides grammar points,

pattern drills, and pinyin/character writing sections as your learning which was pretty helpful. Overall

a great investment for me :)
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